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Goals for this session

 Describe the key components of the INTERACT II toolkit

 Share lessons learned and implementation strategies 
from work to date with INTERACT toolkit



Why It Matters



Purpose Of Toolkit

 Aid in the early identification of a resident 
change of status 

 Guide staff through a comprehensive resident 
assessment when a change has been identified 

 Improve documentation around resident change 
in condition 

 Enhance communication with other health care 
providers about a resident change of status 



Purpose of the Toolkit

 Dr. Ouslander “Simple 
Test”

 Feasible and efficient
 Part of the “way we 

do business”

“I love this project! 
(I love that it's short 
on rhetoric and 
theory and focuses on 
tools and I especially 
love the flexibility 
you've given facilities 
to tailor it to their 
needs)



 Early Warning Tool
 SBAR and Progress Note
 Transfer Checklist
 Resident Transfer Form

Communication Tools



 Who should use 
it/where to keep it

 Different languages

 Limited response

 Formatting ideas

 Implementation 
ideas



 “We use it for 
EVERYTHING”

 “Staff are really 
learning, gathering 
tools necessary to 
communicate with the 
physician”

 “Organize Your 
Thoughts Form”

 Easy to recognize 
change in condition

 Can identify “near 
misses”



 “It took two nurses 
working together 30 
minutes to fill this 
out”

 “This isn’t so different 
from what we usually 
do”

 “Gets easier with 
practice”

 Take old forms off 
units

 By the end, heard 
very little on the calls





“My initial determination was based on the fact that ….if the patient 
was admitted….I automatically felt is was unavoidable…..but I’ve had 
a culture change with my thought process”… 



•Fever

•Mental 
Status 
Change

•Dehydration

•UTI

•CHF



Advance Care Planning Tools

Identifying Residents to 
Consider for Palliative 

Care and Hospice

Pocket Card

Advance Care Planning 
Communication Guide

File Cards

Comfort Care Order Set File Cards

Educational Information 
for Families

Reprints



Lessons so far….

 Leadership “buy in” is 
important

 “This is great…we 
would love to do this 
at our facility”

 Morning meeting
 Quarterly QI Agenda 

item
 Morning RN report



But…

The frontlines are where it happens



The Champion is key
“I still think there is incredible 
value to this project and am 
going to keep working very 
hard on it”

“I tell the staff to go out onto 
the units and look for transfers 
waiting to happen”

“I am going to elicit an 
alliance”

“I’m seeing it happen…walking 
on the units and seeing the 
nurses using the SBAR…it’s 
great.” 



Training:  What we did

 1/2 to ¾ day at each site
 Met with key staff for 30-45 min each

– Administrator/DON/Medical Director/Dept 
heads

– Nursing staff
– CNA staff
– Social Workers
– Rehab staff
– NPs when available



Training:  What we did

 Champion able to observe both teaching 
strategies and content several times

 Champion introduced and endorsed by 
project team

 Champion then finished up with staff who 
missed initial training session



Relationships matter:
Who to include in your training 

sessions
 “Our NP told me she couldn’t believe how much 

the nursing assessments have improved since 
we started this”

 “Does the ED staff know about this project?  
They keep calling to ask about the forms.”

 Involving the medical director
 “It’s all about teamwork”



Feedback on the training

 Team approach from the beginning
 Frequent repeats
 Small groups
 1:1
 “It’s about more than just the tools”



Implementation Strategies
Think About

 “Starting with SBAR on the 
subacute unit”

 ”I think the majority of staff 
are missing early warning 
signs. It is not a matter of not 
using Stop and Watch but 
overall warning signs that are 
small are missed. What we 
recognize is the huge LEAP 
from warning to… 
probably gone too far… and 
now can not do appropriate 
interventions and work up in 
facility…. thus off they go” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Where are the gaps?



Implementation Strategies
Think About

 SBAR serves as 
progress note

 Resident Transfer 
Form:  Take the old 
ones off the unit

 “Our transfer form 
was almost exactly 
like this one so we 
kept it”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Don’t be duplicative



Implementation Strategies
Think About



Implementation Strategies
Think About



Customizing the program

 Newsletter
 Grand Rounds
 Morbidity and Mortality Rounds
 NCR paper for Transfer Forms
 Tools part of new hire orientation
 Scratch cards, free lunch
 “Its about more than just the tools.  It’s 

about culture and how you do business”



Staying on Track:
Have a Plan

1. I encourage myself and managers to remind nurses and aides every day every shift to report: Is 
anyone different today? Anyone not themselves? Everyone eating OK today? Anyone not 
wanting to go to activities or Hairdresser? Anyone different in transfer? (Pretty much what is 
on Stop and Watch)

If yes to any, encourage SBAR. (I get a copy of each SBAR)

2. I am going to provide education on three Care Maps:
FEVER
UTI
LOWER RESPIRATORY INFECTION

3.  Will try to get staff to think of symptoms earlier and maybe we can treat at facility. Will include 
aides in this education. Will be done by SDC in combination with managers and supervisors.
Incentive program not effective More education will be helpful.

It is hoped that staff will get more education and then be proud of the resident we successfully 
treated at facility and prevented trip to ER. I am going to mention daily on my rounds how 
much I want to REDUCE Acute Care Hospitalizations.





 Blue 
Cross/Blue 
Shield of MA

 DPH
 Accountable 

Care 
Organizations



Why It Matters



Thank You!
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